Evaluation, MRSG52

As mentor/supervisor for one of our students, your participation in this evaluation is important to our further improvements, which aim to enhance our students’ employability. This evaluation is not a basis for assessment of the individual student but rather an assessment of the skills and knowledge Human Rights Studies provide our students with. The evaluation can be filled out together with the student/intern. Answers may be in Swedish/Norwegian/Danish as well.

Organisation (name and email address):

Name of mentor/supervisor for intern:

1. With which skills and knowledge related to the field of Human Rights did the intern contribute?

2. Which particular skills and knowledge distinguished the work of the intern?

3. Which practical and theoretical knowledge and skills would you/your work place look for when considering future applications for internship?
4. Are you as mentor /your work place and willing to accept students for internship from Human Rights Studies again? Why/why not?

Additional comments and remarks:

Thank you for your participation!